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N ought but Noodles on Hispar Sar

'you come and meet Osama,' the porter said mockingly as we reached
the collection of shepherds' huts called Bitanmal marking the sight

of the evening camp. Andy and I looked at each other puzzled as the man
dived into the nearest hovel. He reappeared moments later to great peals of
laughter, followed not by the world's most wanted terrorist, but a 14-year
old yak herder. It was a comic end to what had been a long and tiring day.

In the company of Andy Parkin, 12 Hispar porters and a cook I was back
in myoid stomping ground of the Pakistani Karakoram, after a four-year
absence. Personal circumstances and the events of 11 September 2001 had
conspired to make the region a no-go area in the intervening period. It felt
good to be back.

A day and a half later, having crossed a further glacier, negotiated cliffs
of tottering moraine, forded several rivers and walked across the intervening
rubble, we arrived at our base camp. Jutmal, a small grassy ablation valley
high above the Hispar glacier, is a magical spot. Further up the valley and
in direct line of sight on the eastern side of the Yutmaru glacier lay our
objective - Hispar Sar (6400m). Fifteen years earlier, with my regular
climbing partner of the time Sean Smith, I had made a thwarted attempt to
climb it. A three-day approach followed by two nights of storms on the
route had stopped us, but the memory of a perfect line and the quality of
the climbing had made me return.

A rather farcical argument then developed as we came to payoff the
porters. We offered to pay the five and a half stages as agreed in Hispar
village plus a tip. The porters demanded six. Tempers frayed. Just as it
looked like the matter was going to be referred to the N agar magistrate, a
timely piece of arithmetic revealed that our offer amounted to more than
what was being demanded anyway. With the crisis over, the smiles returned.
We handed over the cash, said our goodbyes, and were left to the solitude
and vastness that characterises the great Karakoram glaciers.

Over the next week we made a variety of excursions to scope out the
mountain, move up food and equipment to an advanced base camp and to
acclimatise. However, the combination of two days of storm, which confined
us to base camp, and a tight schedule meant we were not as well prepared
for climbing as we both would have wished.

On 25 September we took a rest day. It was Andy's fiftieth birthday. I
presented him with a water bottle fIlled with whisky, brought along to mark
the occasion. He examined the bottle cautiously.

'It's not piss you know,' I said jokingly.
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41_ The Yates-Parkin objective - the south-west face of Hispar Sar, Karakoram_
(Simon Yates)
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Andy smiled and opened the bottle. The idea of a bottle of liquor in
Muslim Pakistan had obviously thrown him, but over the following few
hours he warmed to it.

By the next evening we were encamped at our advanced base and ready
to go. In the early morning we crossed the remaining short section of glacier.
The snow cone at the base of the couloir soon led into steep icy runnels,
giving some superb climbing before the angle eased off. Route-finding was
not a problem. We followed the great gully for pitch after pitch until, with
darkness approaching, we moved right into a small snow basin, hoping to
excavate a bivouac ledge below a rock wall. The shelf we managed to dig
was small but with no alternative it would have to suffice. In the twilight
Andy fumbled with a karabiner clipped into a loop of rope. Mishap. The
'biner along with three stuff sacks slid off down the route as Andy swore
loud and long in his naturaljsed French. The bags contained most of our
food, the brewing kit and a spare can of gas.

'We could always go down,' I offered, but the look on his face told me
Andy was made of sterner stuff and'that the thought had not even entered
his head. A quick search revealed that some gas, noodles and a few chocolate
bars remained. We settled down to what was to become our set evenillg meal
- a bowl of instant noodles washed down with several cups of warm water.

The rught passed slowly and uncomfortably, made even more unpleasant
by sporadic spindrift avalanches. It was a relief to begin moving again in
the morning. The day passed uneventfully as we continued, in fme weather,
up the more gently-angled central section of the couloir. A two-tiered
bivouac in soft snow provided a much more comfortable night and a better
place to begin the day from. The early start proved fortuitous. As I led the
fust pitch it started snowing, bombarding Andy with regular avalanches.
By late afternoon a steep icefall gave access to the uppermost basin of the
couloir, which blanked out above. As nightfall approached Andy led a
difficult mixed pitch to gain a knife-edge ridge to the right.

The bivvi was sensational - a small shelf hacked into the crest of the
ridge. I sat uncomfortably, while Andy layout precariously. Luckily he did
not roll over in the night, which passed slowly with persistent wind, snow
showers and biting cold.

In the morning Andy led the hardest pitch of the climb, clearing rotten
snow to climb runnels of steep ice to reach the south ridge proper. A further
exposed pitch along waves of corniced ridge led to a flat spot below easy
angled slopes leading to the summjr. It was mid-afternoon. With the weather
set fair we decided to spend the rest of the day drying damp sleeping bags
and to make a push for the top and back the following day. We went to
sleep happy, with the alarm set for midnight.

During the evening the wind got up, cloud moved in and we were soon
enveloped by a storm. The weather was no better by morning. With only
vapour left in our remaining gas cylinder there was only one choice open
to us. At fust light we packed our rucksacks and started a series of abseils.



42. Hispar Sar - Andy Parkin climbing steep ice runnels on the first day on the face.
(Simon Yates)



43. The Upper Hispar glacier, the Hispar La and the Ogre in the distance viewed from the ridge above
the couloir on Hispar Sar. (Simon Yates)
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44. Andy Parkin cresting the ridge above Hispar Sar's south-west face on the fourth
day of climbing, with Spantik in the distance behind. (Simon Yates)

It was a long day. The storm intensified sending ever-larger powder
avalanches down the couloir. Towards the bottom it was only possible to
descend at carefully timed moments between the deluges. Finally we
ploughed down the snow slope at the base of the route. The food bags lay
on the glacier, almost jeering at us. One had been pecked at by choughs,
but the Tang they had discovered was obviously not to their taste.

It snowed heavily during the night, but we ate well and savoured the
shelter of the tent. After a leisurely breakfast we loaded our rucksacks and
staggered off down the glacier. The snow-covered moraine proved tiresome,
but by midday only the crossing of the Yutmaru glacier separated us from
the luxury of base camp. As we started across, the storm intensified. Soon
we were lost. We weaved around on the glacier trying and failing to recognise
features in the driving snow and wind. The hours slipped by. This was the
last thing we needed.
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Finally, with dusk approaching, a brief lull in the storm provided some
visibility. We were on the Hispar glacier having already walked below its
junction with the Yutmaru and the point where we needed to climb the
moraine wall to return to Jutmal. We had to go back. The rest of the walk
was exhausting, but at least we had found our way. With great relief we
reached base camp and the comfort of the kitchen tent. Nazir Ali, our
cook, kin.dly kept the stove roaring well into the night.

The blizzard was still raging in the morning. Amazingly the porters arrived
in the early afternoon having walked up through it. The weather cleared
that evening, allowing us to leave the mountains in an orderly fashion the
following day.

In keeping with modern tradition we will certainly claim the first ascent
of the south-west face of Hispar Sar, but being an old-fashioned sort I am
still disappointed we were not granted the weather window to top out, bag
the first ascent of the mountain and get our views of the great mountains to
the north.

Both Andy and I found this the most trouble-free expedition we have
ever undertaken in Pakistan. The travel logistics all worked seamlessly, aided
in no small measure by the people of the northern areas of Pakistan being
as hospitable as ever. At no time did we feel even remotely threatened.
Word on the streets of Islamabad is that the concession granted in 2002,
lifting the height at which peak fees must be paid to 6500m, will be raised
further to 7000m. This will free a great number of potential mountaineering
objectives from the bureaucratic hassle and extra cost of obtaining a permit
and dealing with the Ministry of Tourism. Hopefully this will encourage
climbers and other tourists to return to the Pakistani Karakoram and enable
the region to regain the popularity it so richly deserves.

Summary: An account of the first ascent of the south-west face of Hispar
Sar, Hispar, Pakistani Karakoram, by Andy Parkin and Simon Yates in
September-October 2004. The route is I lOOm and alpine grade ED VI.
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